Comparative stages of expression of human squamous carcinoma cells and carcinogen transformed keratinocytes.
The mouse monoclonal antibody OSU 22-3 was prepared using cells from a squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) as an immunogen. This antibody reacts with an antigen found on squamous cell carcinomas but does not react with normal keratinocytes. This antibody and two antibodies that react with normal keratinocytes were used as markers of malignant and normal phenotypes. These markers were used to evaluate several spontaneous and carcinogen initiated SCC tumors and to identify the expression of an antigen associated with a malignant phenotype. A variety of subpopulations in carcinogen initiated tumors and spontaneous SCC tumors were noted. The subpopulations that reacted only with MoAb OSU 22-3 exhibited features of anchorage independent growth and cellular invasiveness, and formed progressively growing tumors in nude mice. Other SCC spontaneous tumor cell subpopulations reacted with the antibodies associated with normal keratinocytes. These cells did not proliferate in vitro and did not form tumors in the nude mouse. There were other carcinogen transformed cells which reacted with MoAb OSU 22-3 but not with the antibodies associated with normal keratinocytes. These cells exhibited anchorage independent growth and cellular invasiveness but did not form tumors in nude mice. We conclude from this work that human SCC tumors contain multiple cell populations. These cell populations have varied growth properties and express surface antigens that may indicate their malignant vigor. Carcinogen transformed keratinocytes do exhibit some of the characteristics of SCC tumor phenotypes but not the property of malignant progressively growing cells on a routine and consistent basis. This feature is transiently and inconsistently expressed in a surrogate host by populations prepared from spontaneous SSC tumors.